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SCAVOLINI
Nella cucina-living creata con il sistema LiberaMente prevale il gioco cromatico dinamico creato tra il Fenix Ntm® Rosso Jaipur e l’impiallacciato legno Rovere Dune. 
Il rosso intercetta colonne, basi e top (spess. 12 mm) con vasche integrate nella stessa finitura; in Rovere Dune, i pensili a parete e le ante dell’isola isola centrale con top 
in Quarz Coral Caly. L’accoppiata legno/Fenix si ripropone nell’arredo della zona living, rendendo dinamico lo spazio. LiberaMente si connota per le ante senza maniglie, 
le gole in alluminio e l’ampia scelta di finiture tra cui, oltre al Fenix Ntm®, anche la Biomalta.

ARAN CUCINE 
Trendy aubergine gives personality 
to the Faro kitchen model. This rich, 
intense colour is used in combination 
with neutral shades and details that 
have a Mediterranean flavour. Base 
and wall units with Aubergine fronts 
and Eclisse handles are completed 
by a special magnetic back panel that 
holds accessories and utensil racks in 
any position. On the wall to the side, 
the open modules in Almond Oak are 
enhanced by multi-coloured azulejos 
that add a particularly decorative note. 
The rectangular table is cantilevered 
out from the wall. In the living area 
behind, Faro storage units in a matt 
Mink colour. 

SCAVOLINI 
On the kitchen-living area created with 
the LiberaMente system a dynamic 
interplay of colour is created by the 
combination of Jaipur Red Fenix Ntm® 
and Dune Oak veneer. Red is found on 
the tall units, base units and worktop 
(thickness 12 mm), with built-in sinks in 
the same colour. Meanwhile, Dune Oak 
is used for the wall units and the fronts 
of the central island with top in Coral 
Caly Quartz. The pairing of wood and 
red Fenix reappears in the living area, 
adding a dynamic feel to the space. 
LiberaMente is also characterised 
by its handle-less fronts, aluminium 
fingergrip grooves and the wide range 
of possible finishes, which as well as 
Fenix Ntm® also include Bio-mortar.


